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All About Easy Vizual Einstein's intuitive search and hyperlink capabilities allow
you to quickly store, classify, cross-reference, retrieve and collate information.
It stores information in a Note by reference to a Heading, a unique
SubHeading, and a unique NoteID, and the date the note was created. To save
Note information, just right click in the Note window. Click the little blue down-
arrow next to the Save As button to bring up the Save dialog. Then choose
Open in New Window. The Note information will be stored in a new window for
easier referencing. To store Note information in the Notes window you must
first choose the Save Note as a New Window option. To create a Note, click the
desired tab (All, Heading, SubHeading or Note). Type the Note text and select
a Note ID. Click the blue Save As button. When you are finished creating Notes
click the Finish button to exit and return to the Active Window. New Save Note
As dialog is displayed. Give the new Note a name and click Save. Vizual
Einstein's intuitive search and hyperlink capabilities allow you to quickly store,
classify, cross-reference, retrieve and collate information. All of the different
Note types are hyperlinked, allowing for an easy transition between Note
types. To add a hyperlink, click the desired Note Type (Heading, SubHeading,
or Note). Type the hyperlink of your Note. Hyperlinks can be formatted in the
Note window and you can even specify the color and font to use with the
hyperlink. When you are done adding hyperlinks, click the blue Save as
hyperlink button. Easy, Simple, Sophisticated Vizual Einstein's intuitive search
and hyperlink capabilities allow you to quickly store, classify, cross-reference,
retrieve and collate information. It stores information in a Note by reference to
a Heading, a unique SubHeading, and a unique NoteID, and the date the note
was created. In addition to the Note window, you can create new Notes and
hyperlinks at any point in your Vizual Einstein project via context menus on the
desired Note Type (Heading, SubHeading, or Note) or hyperlink. Drag and drop
any note type to add it to the active window. To store Note information, just
right click in the Note window. Click the little blue down-arrow next to the Save
As button to bring up the Save dialog. Then choose Open in New Window. The
Note information will be
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Vizual Einstein ME is a visual manager of information and ideas for
researchers, investigators, students or journalists. The application's intuitive
search and hyperlink capabilities allow you to quickly store, classify, cross-
reference, retrieve and collate information. Vizual Einstein ME stores
information in a Note by reference to a Heading, a unique SubHeading, and a
unique NoteID, and the date the note was created. A Heading is akin to a
subject category. A SubHeading is a unique hyperlinkable word or phrase
identifying a Note. A Note is a rich-text format memo (up to 64k or computer
memory) that can hold any information that you may want to store for later
retrieval. A Note can be hyperlinked to any other Note by linking the headings.
Vizual Einstein is, therefore, a visual Manager of Information and Ideas for
Researchers, Investigators, Students or Journalists. Vizual Einstein permits you
to quickly store, classify, cross-reference, retrieve and collate information.
Vizual Einstein ME can be downloaded free from the Internet and will serve as
a Software Voucher for the MS Windows95 version of the application. Vizual
Einstein ME Vizual Einstein ME Vizual Einstein is a software package to help
you develop and maintain a research dossier. By means of a visual WYSIWYG
interface, vizual Einstein allows you to store, classify, cross-reference, retrieve
and collate information, which is mostly in the form of notes and headings.
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Without the need for messy Emacs commands or even a database, it provides
an easy and efficient way of managing an investigation - or in the words of a
client's review: "After several years of database juggling with third party
systems, I recently bought a MS Windows95 machine and installed this
program to visualise my research information. Vizual Einstein is such a brilliant
piece of software, it's worthy of a starred rating" - Cambridge International
Press, London, July 1995. Smart Searching Vizual Einstein lets you search
documents quickly and easily, using rich criteria, including date, author,
editors, subject, location, keywords and more. Printing Notes You can print any
Visually Embedded Note document, which can be reduced to a portable
storage medium, or even used to create a report. XML Authoring With Vizual
Einstein you can manage, store and retrieve documents using b7e8fdf5c8
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* Special Features: * Sixteen Font Styles Available * Undo/Redo * Undelete *
Customized List - A Customized List is a list of NoteID's that can be used for
cross-linking Notes. You can create a list of NoteID's for a specific project or a
list for all current NoteID's (e.g. Top 20, Top 50, or Top 100). You can also link
Notes from the "Show All Notes" and "Detail Notes" tabs. * Link Notes - You can
link Notes by Searching on the Heading, the SubHeading, or the NoteID. * Link
Notes by Combining Search Terms - Search for Notes by a certain heading first
and then add in the NoteID of the Note you want to link to. * Quick Edit - You
can Quickly Edit the Note by simply click on the Note with the mouse or by
clicking the "edit" button in the upper left corner of the Note. * Copy/Paste
Notes - You can Copy Notes from one Note to another Note at any time. You
can also Copy all Notes at any time. * Copy/Paste Headings - You can Copy
Heading's at any time. You can also Copy all Heading's at any time. * Export
Notes - You can Export Notes to EML file formats or to a Word.doc file. * Add
Color - You can Create your own Color Schemes. Note: Note are color coded by
NoteID. Note: You need to create a new Note in order to add a new color. * Sort
Notes - You can Sort Notes using any of the Headings or SubHeadings. You can
also Sort Notes by date created. * Label & Tag Notes - You can also tag Notes
as a Favorite or Archive note. * Double-Click Notes - You can Double-Click
Notes to quickly Access them. * "Show All Notes" Tab - You can easily access
all Notes by clicking the "Show All Notes" tab. * "Detailed Notes" Tab - You can
easily Access all Notes with all of the notes' information (e.g. SubHeadings,
Heading, NoteID, etc.) by clicking the "Detailed Notes" tab. * "Favorite Notes"
Tab - You can easily access all of your Favorite Notes by clicking the "Favorite
Notes" tab. * "Archive Notes" Tab - You can easily Access all

What's New in the?

The application's intuitive search and hyperlink capabilities allow you to
quickly store, classify, cross-reference, retrieve and collate information. Vizual
Einstein stores information in a Note by reference to a Heading, a unique
SubHeading, and a unique NoteID, and the date the note was created. A
Heading is akin to a subheading. A SubHeading is a unique hyperlinkable word
or phrase identifying a Note. A Note is a rich-text format memo (up to 64k or
computer memory) that can hold any information that you may want to store
for later retrieval. A Note can be hyperlinked to any other Note by linking
theNote to the heading. Vizual Einstein ME also offers a variety of visual
options that can be specified in the Preferences, including: new file icon, new
text format, new unnumbered page icon, new numbered page icon, and a
bright colored text box. The Notes can also be organized by page and sorted
with their associated SubHeadings. The Notes can have one or more
hyperlinks. A hyperlink is a hypertext object that can be clicked to
automatically launch the Note, or can point to a location on another file. The
Note format feature is a useful tool for a researcher or writer, since it allows for
a rich text format note. This allows for text and graphics to be stored. Using
the Notes to create a rich text file is easy: just key in your text, then click on
the Note icon to create your Note. Notes can be stored and retrieved with the
application; any notes created can be hyperlinked to other notes of a similar
topic or category. The Notes also feature a copy function, which allows a user
to make a backup of the original text file. Once a backup of the original file is
complete, it can be retrieved and moved to a different location, such as a
floppy disk, or the Notes folder. The Notes are also searchable. With Vizual
Einstein, you can search for Notes by title, file name, date or file size. You can
also search for Notes associated with a given SubHeading or Heading. Notes
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can be viewed in your Notebook window, and different Notebooks can be
created for each project. Multiple notebooks can also be used for different
projects. The Highlights feature allows you to highlight a particular word or
phrase in a Note. The highlighting feature allows you to view a Note, looking
for phrases that you would like to highlight. You can also view the Note as
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System Requirements For Vizual Einstein ME:

Minimum Requirements: Operating System: Microsoft Windows 7/8/10 (64-bit
only) OS: Windows 10 Creators Update (v1703) OS: Windows 10 Fall Creators
Update (v1709) OS: Windows 10 Mobile Creators Update (v1803) Processor:
Intel Dual-Core (2.4 GHz or faster) Processor: AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual-Core (3.
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